
Ignatian Sports Reports  

Term: 4 Week: 3 

Mixed Sport 

Sport Comments 

Athletics 

VIVA All Schools Games 31st October and 1st November 2020 
This weekend saw the best athletes from around the State come together to compete in the VIVA All Schools Games. Ordinarily, this would act as a selection meet for the 
State Athletics Team. Whilst there is no National Competition to attend this year due to COVID, the competition for podium places at this year’s championships was still 
extremely strong. The Ignatius athletes competed with tenacity and grit. A number of personal bests were set and valuable high-level competition experience was gained. 
Congratulations to all medallists:  
Gold Medals: Ella Sloan (U14 High Jump) & Tiana Cetta (U16 3000m) 
Silver Medals: Tiana Cetta (U16 1500m) 
Bronze Medals: Eva DiIulio (U16 200m hurdles); Sophie Kelly (U18 800m) & Willow Colegrave (U16 High Jump) 

Girls Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Basketball  Senior B1 Antony Cameron Marryatville 1 SIC 20 def. by 
Marryatville 77 

Another difficult game for the girls. The lack of energy and effort on defense hurt us early, as we gave up lots 
of points through poor transition defense. The girls improved offensively in the second half, attacking more 
frequently and moving the ball more effectively. It will take time, but the girls are quite accustomed to their 
netball background, which has made the season challenging for them, as basketball is quite a different sport. I 
encourage the girls to strive to bring a higher level of intensity and aggression to the court going forward! 

Basketball  Senior C Joyce Laroza Kildare 1 SIC 16 def. by Kildare 
19   

The start to finish it was a difficult yet slow game for our Ignatius girls. With a strong lead our girls managed to 
keep up with the aggressive defence by the Kildare girls. Unfortunately the pressure was too much for our 
girls, narrowly missing the win. A special mention to Lauren Palumbo and Izabella Chehade for their 
determination dribbling down the court and great rebounding. 
Best Players: Lauren Palumbo & Izabella Chehade 

Basketball  Middle B Serena Slade Marryatville 1 SIC 35 def. by 37 
Another great game for the girls, unfortunately going down in the final minutes. Great determination bringing 
the ball up the court and even better awareness on the court was a big improvement from last week. Just 
need to improve on shooting.  

Tennis Senior  B1 Mr Prebble Loreto 1 
SIC 6 - 36 def. 
Pembroke 0 - 6 

Whilst short of numbers due to injury, thanks to Emily Gao filling in, The Saint Ignatius’ Senior B1 team where 
able to win all their matches. 

Tennis Junior C6 Stella Waugh SDPC 1 SIC def. by SDPC 

Our girls displayed tremendous courage against a better opposition. Abbey, Lipi & Audrey served consistently 
against their opponents. Abbey battled hard and narrowly lost-she should be very proud. Lipi controlled her 
rival from the first serve and continues her wins. Mehar displayed much improved shots; Alice & Avishi fought 
till the end.  
Audrey played exceptionally well with strategic shots today! Lipi continues to reign against her rival. 

Touch Senior B1 Jaimee Weight Wilderness 2 
SIC 2 def. by 
Wilderness 5 

It was a tough game for the girls this week, recording our first loss. However, we still had some excellent 
passages of play and the game still felt very evenly matched in terms of possession and turnovers. 
Unfortunately, Wilderness were able to get a few sneaky tries by diving at our feet, and although we fought 



very hard to defend the line, we also had many penalties against us. Overall a great effort and some things to 
take away and focus on at training. 
Best players: Amira Sommariva & Emily Washer 

Touch Middle A Jess Morrish Marryatville 1 
SIC 1 def. by 
Marryatville 5 
 

The girls had a challenging game this week, being without a couple of their usual players. However many girls 
stepped up to lead on the field, and worked hard to gain ground and momentum in attack. The girls stayed 
positive and increased their communication and attempts to exploit the gaps. Unfortunately the girls were too 
spread out in defence, creating gaps and overlaps for the opposition. This is something to focus on at training. 
Best players: Meg Popping & Imogen Baily 

Touch Middle B Mr O'Brien SPG 2 SIC 11 def. St Peters 
Girls 0 

A lot can happen in a few weeks. The team played a great brand of touch, defending well and attacking hard 
and went on to score 11 tries while not letting St Peters get over the line. The running games from Chloe 
Beinke, Emily Holland and Fraya Fagan were outstanding. The game illustrated that we are learning the 
intricacies of Touch quickly. 
Best Players - Chloe Beinke, Emily Holland and Fraya Fagan 

Touch Middle C Francesca & Neve MMC 1 
SIC 4 def. by MMC 7 
 

A tough game this weekend against Mary MacKillop however the girls played really well showing lots of 
improvements in their attacking and looking for gaps within the defence. We will look to work on our own 
defence and covering space on the wing in the coming week. Well done to Chloe for scoring 3 tries and Lola for 
scoring 1. 

Volleyball Senior A Mr R Passaniti  Mercedes 1 SIC 1 – 58 def. by 
Mercedes 2 - 63 

A very tight contest where we played well in parts and were a little inconsistent at other times. At 1 set all, we 
seemed a bit more anxious than our opposition at the start of the third, and although we were very much in 
the match, when the buzzer sounded, Mercedes were just in front on the scoreboard. The girls are to be 
congratulated for moving into new territory this week and focusing on having designated setters and spikers at 
each rotation, something we have not been used to. It worked well mostly, and beautifully at other times, 
finishing with some great spikes. The main difference today was probably that we did not win as many points 
on our stronger servers serves as we are used to. Best players were Jasmine, Sophie and Amelie.   

Volleyball Senior B Ms L Depoi Nazareth 1 SIC 0 – 3  def. by 
Nazareth 44 – 75 

We played one and half sets in a very competitive manner and the effort made to chase down balls was 
outstanding. This led to many long rallies which unfortunately we lost due to the better skills of the 
opposition. 
Best Players: Kritica and Letica. 

Volleyball Senior C1 Julia Matteo Marryatville 2 
SIC 0 - 52 def. by 
Marryatville 3 - 77 

The girls started the first set confidently and enthusiastic, however they fell short of a win against a well-
composed Marryatville team. A lack of three hits and readiness for the return allowed the opposition to 
strategically place the ball in gaps on our side of the net. Hesitancy in decision-making and little to no calling 
also let us down this week. Despite this, Monica and Izzy deserve recognition for producing some excellent 
spikes or taps at the net when the opportunity arose. The girls support for one another throughout the 
entirety of the match was also a pleasure to see. Next week’s training session will be important to brush up on 
three hits and introduce blocking skills.  

Volleyball Senior C2 Lauren Baso  Marryatville 3 
SIC 1 – 7 def. by 
Marryatville 2 - 74 
 

As the match began, despite the girls struggling to switch on, they were more composed than their opposition; 
and great serving from Maisie and Isabella afforded them an early lead. However, as Marryatville settled into a 
rhythm, the girls became less focused and forfeited their lead to eventually lose the first set 19-25. Not 
discouraged by the first set, the girls aimed to keep up their enthusiasm in the second. However, numerous 
serving errors and lack of communication saw the girls lose the set 16-25. The girls used the third set to further 
work on their communication, support for one another and three hits. In turn, this lead to them gaining more 
composure, and finally getting recognition on the scoreboard for their efforts. Anh’s powerful backcourt digs 
and Ella’s strong net-work both contributed to the girls 25-21 third set win. With three minutes left on the 
clock, a fourth set was started. Brilliantly quick and accurate serving from Jorja, along with Yasmine’s net tips 
saw the girls gain a 10-3 lead. Unfortunately, time ran out before the girls could reach 11-points and the set 
did not count. However, despite this, the girls should be proud of their efforts and are commended on their 
resilience and fighting spirit.  



Volleyball Senior C3 Laura Scarpantoni Mercedes 2 
SIC 1 - 63 def. 
by Mercedes 2 - 64  

After last week's win, the girls were hungry for another victory. While the first two sets were so close, the girls 
were unable to convert. While we lost the first two sets, there was some calm and composed work at the net 
by Isabella, Capri and Mackensie that won us some much needed points. The girls managed to find their feet in 
the third set after discussing what worked well and what didn't. With the help of a spectacular serving run by 
Jorja, the girls managed to secure the last set. Overall the girls continue to amaze me with their 
competitiveness and teamwork and I'm sure there are plenty more wins ahead for them.  

Volleyball Middle C Miss C Prior  SAC 2 SIC 34 def. by SAC C1 
75 

The team played their best game this term. There was greater movement on the court, better accuracy with 
hits and greater sharing of the ball. Students were supportive of each other and worked well as a team.  
Best Players: All played very well and trialled a range of techniques, with Ayla demonstrating exceptional skill 
and saving many shots. 

Volleyball Middle C1 Lauren Schell Loreto 1 SIC 2 def. Loreto 2 
sets to 1. 

Today’s game was a close one, it easily could have gone either way. The girls worked hard in the first set to 
secure the win and went into the second set feeling confident. Unfortunately they lost motivation and let the 
second set slip away. The girls came back strong in the third set and used their teamwork skills to win the set 
and the match overall. Fantastic energy and encouragement skills once again 

Volleyball Middle C2 Jenna McClure  SAC 4 SIC 0 def. SAC 3 

My team versed St Aloysius College at Saint Domic’s on Saturday morning. The girls were in high spirits and 
were keen to play. This game was one of the best games the girls have played. Everyone should be very proud 
of how they played. The serving was spectacular with almost player hitting a serve over the net where the 
other team wasn’t able to return the ball. I was so impressed! Our drills at training where put into practice and 
the girls managed to successfully pass the ball to each other to then hit it over the net. After a tight game 
against SAC, we went down 3 sets to 0, however, the scores were extremely close, especially in the second set 
when it was 24-24. Great effort this week girls! Keep it up.  
Best Players: Kate Carey, Sofia Byk 

Water Polo Senior A1 Ms Davey Seymour 1 SIC 3 def. by Seymour 
13 

The girls fought hard against some fast swimmers and very capable water polo players. They did not give up 
and kept them to three goals in the second half with some good defensive work and competitive spirit. Alex 
and Jasmine were good in attack, Lucinda and Molly played well in defence and special mention to Jorja who 
filled in as goalie, saving some very tricky shots at goal. 

Water Polo Senior B Tom Clegg Seymour 2 SIC def. by Seymour 
One dominant player for Seymour changed the nature of this game as our girls found it hard to defend her. 
We did play well and scored some good games and there were some even passages of play. 
Best Player: Poppy 

Water Polo Senior C1 Tom Clegg Pembroke 2 SIC 6 def. Pembroke 5 

This was a tight game but we showed great improvement from last week. We were a lot more aware of what 
is happening during the game and being able to respond in the right way. Everyone showed great 
improvement. 
Best Player: Abby 

Water Polo Middle A Sophie Beard SPG 2 SIC 8 def. St Peters 
Girls 6 

A great time effort with all players swimming hard to move goal side in defence and providing movement and 
options in attack. Looking for and attacking the open side of goals will help extend the score line further! The 
players have worked diligently in the bigger pool space, being more tactical and physical in play.  

Water Polo Middle B Sophie Beard SDPC 1 
SIC 9 def. St Dominic’s 
5 

A brilliant showcase of teamwork this week from the girls with goals and goal assists spread evenly throughout 
the team. The girls started extremely strong in the water and were unfazed by constant substitutions from the 
opposition. The girls were determined to back up their attacking performance with strong defensive work and 
they stuck to their players and fought hard for every ball. During turnover, the girls used each other with 
finesse to move the ball up the pool, leading into space and taking the time to reward the excellent leads. The 
girls should be proud of their sportsmanship in this game. 
Goals: Juliet (3) Lucile (3) Grace Doman (2) Taya (1) 

 

 



Boys Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Badminton Open C Red Austin Waugh CBC SIC def. by CBC  
A very tough matchup for the team, with some very close games. Everyone was able to put in a good shift 
against a very strong CBC side, winning only one set. Hopefully they will take this as a learning opportunity to 
improve their skills and learn from any mistakes they made 

Badminton Open C Blue Zac Chong Pembroke SIC 7-16 def. 
Pembroke 5-11 

Solid win by the Open C Blue badminton team! Strong performance and improvement were shown throughout. 
The boys had come to the match with determination to get us the dub for sure.   
Best Players: Malachy and Sagar 

Badminton Middle B Green Mr Stevens SIC White SIC Green 6-13 def. 
SIC White 6-12 

A very close matchup between the Middle B sides, with a one set being the deciding factor, giving Mr Stevens 
side the win overall. Everyone showed great sportsmanship and tried their hardest against each other. It was 
fantastic to see people adapting to the opposition play style, and I hope they continue this form for the rest of 
the season. 

Cricket T20 Wednesday Mr Mullins Rostrevor SIC 5/127 def. 
Rostrevor 6/106 

Batting first we got off to a fast start with a couple of early boundaries to have our best power play in 2 years. 
Unfortunately, we weren’t able to capitalise on this through the middle overs losing 3 wickets in quick 
succession. This put pressure on our middle order which stood up and showed excellent maturity, led by Noah 
Leydon with a run a ball 29* to finish the innings 5/127. We were determined to ensure we didn’t give them a 
chance with the ball, with disciplined bowling on one side of the wicket and clean fielding. We didn’t bowl and 
field to the standard which we expect of each other but were fortunate to finish ahead of the ledger.  
Noah Leydon – 29*, Max Kelly – 28, Ryan Murphy – 26, Max Alfred – 2/30 (4) 

Cricket T20 Thursday Mr Mullins Mercedes 
Mercedes 9/53 (20) 
def. by 0/54 (9.2) 
 

Bowling first for the first time this season we were keen to rectify a poor performance in the field last game. We 
responded beautifully, bowling with discipline, fielding at a consistently high standard to restrict any scoring 
opportunities. Joel De Pasquale on debut was the pick of the bowlers with 3 / 4 off of his 4 overs including 2 
maidens. A low total can be tricky to chase but our openers did well to chase it down under 10 overs without 
losing a wicket.  
Joel De Pasquale – 3/4 (4 overs), Max Kelly – 31* 

Cricket Middle A Mr Grundy  Trinity SIC def. Trinity 

This week the Middle A’s took on Trinity, and coming off of a good win against St Peter’s last week our 
confidence was high. We lost the toss and bowled first, and took our good warm up straight into the game. Will 
Prescott took a wicket off of the first ball of the match, and with 6 different wicket takers (Hayden 2/6) and 
Christian (2/8) we bowled Trinity out for 59. Jim Kelly opened the batting again and made 29 not out, and with 
the game won by the 15th over he retired. Nick made a handy 14 not out, and was well supported by Ryan and 
Hayden, both making a solid 10. We look forward to playing St John’s this week. 

Cricket Middle B Tom Perrotta  Blackfriars Ignatius 2/83 def. 
Blackfriars 11/47  

A fantastic all round performance from the boys to earn our first win of the year. Batting first, Daniel Di Giovanni 
and Aidan Chong got us off to a solid start before Josh Field, Rudra Yadav and Kaden Gamtcheff all played 
important roles as we reached 83 for the loss of just two wickets. The result never looked in doubt as Ned Uren, 
Siniru Pathirana and Josh dismissed their top four inside five overs, while Rudra and Max Barilla chipped in with 
late wickets to seal a deserved victory. Well done lads!  
Best players: Josh Field (20*, 1/2), Rudra Yadav (3/5, 9*), Aidan Chong (8*, 1/5), Max Barilla (3/3) 

Cricket Primary B Jack Alfred St Peters SIC 4/113 def. St 
Peters 4/68 

Saint Ignatius batted first and despite losing and early wicket were off to a good start with Riley MacDonald 
making a quick 24 before retiring. Suhas made a solid 12 runs and Kacper played some good shots to also make 
12 (both retired). The total of 113 was always going to be hard for St Peter’s to chase. All bowlers were accurate 
with Suhas, Reid, Max and Luca taking a wicket each.  
Riley MacDonald 24 retired, Suhas Challa 12 retired and 1/ 4, Kacper Jachacy 12 retired 

Tennis Drive   Mr Martin PAC SIC 0 - 14 def. by 
PAC 9 - 54 

Against one of the strongest teams in the competition we knew that we were going to have to work hard just to 
be competitive. Whilst the score line looks very one sided many of the games were much tighter than the score 
suggests with many games going to multiple deuces. First doubles of Luke Cicozzi and Dylan Ferraro did well to 
take two games off their first doubles combination. Isaac Fallo and Isaiah Greco fought right to the end in their 



doubles eventually going down 4-6. Isaac Fallo backed it up with a strong singles games losing with just the one 
break 3-6 and Isaiah Greco in his first Drive game also put in a very strong performance going down 4 – 6. 
DOUBLES: L Cicozzi/D Ferraro 2 – 6, J Hogan/X Fallo 0 – 6, I Fallo/I Greco 4 – 6,  
SINGLES: L Cicozzi 0 – 6, D Ferraro 0 – 6, X Fallo 1 – 6, J Hogan 0 – 6, I Fallo 3 – 6, I Greco 4 – 6  

Tennis Senior A1 #1 Franco Chitti PAC A SIC 7 – 52 def. PAC 2 
- 45 

Incredible weekend of tennis for the Senior A1 Ignatius team! A number of super tight and intense matches 
were played with very little separating the two teams. All three doubles managed to clutch tiebreak victories, 
which was very intense and exciting to watch. Ethan La played an outstanding singles match against a quality 
opponent and managed to win 7-5 in a thrilling contest. Lachlan and Andres also played very well and were able 
to win convincingly. While Seb Coffey was in fine touch and remains undefeated for the season so far.  

Tennis Senior A1 #2 Seb Flock Scotch SIC 7-45 def. Scotch 
2-23 

A great day of tennis from start to finish! A convincing win against Scotch was a great way to win our first match 
of the term. Well done to Zachary and Archie for stepping up into our team and winning both singles and 
doubles in convincing fashion. Well done boys! 

Tennis Middle A1 #1 Blake Ferraro Marryatville SIC 0 - 11 def. by 
Marryatville 9 - 54 

In the third match of the Term, we came up against a very talented Marryatville side. Whilst some games were 
competitive with decent rallies, Marryatville ultimately proved too good and were able to secure every set, 
leading to a disappointing loss this week. The boys can use this opportunity to learn from quality opposition to 
improve and bounce back next week.  

Tennis Middle A1 #2 Saatvik 
Rudrapatna Rostrevor SIC 8 def. Rostrevor 

1 

The Middle A’s bounced back from last week’s tough loss to St Peters, taking a comprehensive victory against 
Rostrevor. Leading the charge were Francesco and Eamonn, who won 6-0 in their doubles. An unorthodox 
pairing of number 1 and 4 as well as 2 and 3 in the doubles ultimately saw great results as Gabe and Charlie 
sealed the number one doubles 6-1, whilst Emmanuel and Louis finished on top at 6-3. Into the singles, Ignatius 
led with a comfortable lead, and showed no signs of complacency. Gabe and Emmanuel won 6-4 and 6-1 
respectively in their matches. Francesco and Eamonn both sealed a 6-2 victory, giving Rostrevor a total of only 4 
games in their 3 matches. Louis was also able to win 6-2 in the number 3 singles whilst Charles played an 
extremely hard-fought match, unfortunately losing 8-6 in the tiebreak. Overall a great weekend for the Ignatius 
middle A boys, winning 8 sets to 1 over Rostrevor.  

Tennis Middle B1 
Charlie 
Roberts PAC 1 

SIC 3-41 def. by  
PAC 9-69 

The Middle B1’s faced PAC away this week with a much-improved performance from last week. Saul and 
Michael had a very close doubles match but unfortunately went down 5-7. In the singles, we saw lots of 
improvement with Ethan prevailing 6-4, while Will just got over the line winning in a close one 7-5. Nick P also 
won his match 6-4. The final score was 3 sets to 9 in favour of PAC. The boys should be proud of their efforts and 
will hopefully continue to improve as the season progresses.  

Tennis Middle B2  Jack Sexton Pulteney SIC def. Pulteney 

This week, the Middle B2’s came up against Pulteney on their home courts. The scores reflected the even 
competition with two tiebreaks and high scoring games. Hugo continues to build on his season with a strong 
singles win at the number one spot. Saxon and Caleb should true their competitive character with wins in 
tiebreaks. Special mention to Oliver who won both his singles and doubles in convincing fashion  
DOUBLES Hugo/Saxon 7-5 (Lost), Caleb/Alessio 6-4 (Lost) James/David 6-3 (Won), Oliver/Andreas 6-1 (Won) 
SINGLES Hugo 6-0 (Won), Saxon 7-5 (Won), Caleb 7-5 (Won), Alessio 6-2 (Lost), James 6-4 (Lost), David 6-4 
(Won), Oliver 6-2 (Won), Andreas 6-1 (Won)  

Tennis Middle C1 Red Santiago 
Hernandez  

Gleeson SIC 2 def. by 
Gleeson 

The Middle C Red team lost against Gleeson College. The overall game score was 8 sets to 2 sets. The MVPs 
were Isaac Desteno and Rehaan Bhatti.  They both managed to play a tough singles match and have improved 
their game play and tennis skills over the year. All the boys showed enthusiasm and put in all their effort against 
a very strong opposition. The individual results are as follows. Tom and Charlie lost doubles 6-1, Daniel and 
Harry lost doubles 6-1, Rehaan and Oscar lost doubles 6-1, Isaac lost singles 6-3, Tom lost singles 6-2, Charlie lost 
singles 6-1, Rehaan won singles 6-0, Oscar lost singles 6-3, Daniel lost singles 6–1 and Harry won singles 7-5. 

Tennis Middle C1 Blue Mr. Ward Pembroke SIC 4 def. by 
Pembroke 8 

Best Players: Aiden Munn, Oscar Whatson 

Tennis Primary 7A Mr Abela Scotch SIC 5 – 47 def. by   
Scotch 7 - 59 

A very tight round with four sets going to tie breakers. Excellent tennis played by both teams with all players 
working hard on all points and playing the court well. While we didn’t come out with a win, the team fought 
hard and I was very pleased with their efforts.  



Doubles – J. La/F. Whitford 6-5, E Colegate/T. Klomp 5-6, H. Whiteman/F. Lupoi 6-3,  
M. DeSciscio/N. Lyall 1-6 
Singles - J. La 6-2, F. Whitford 1-6, E. Colegate 6-5, T. Klomp 4-6, H. Whiteman 3-6, 
F. Lupoi 1-6, M. DeSciscio 2-6, N. Lyall 6-5 

Tennis Primary 7B Mr Sturgeon  Concordia 
SIC 9 def.  
Concordia 4 

Doubles: Henry/Jack 4-6, Stephen D/Josh 6-2, Stephen K/Alexi 6-2, Christian\Jared 6-0 (f). Singles: Henry 1-6, 
Jack 6-0 (f), Stephen D 6-1, Josh 6-1, Stephen K 1-6, Alexi 6-1, Christian 6-3, Jared 3-6.  

Volleyball Senior A2 Mr Harben Scotch 
SIC 2 def. Scotch 0 

 

Our depth of talent across our program is most encouraging. Ben Van Der Linden came in for his first game and 
gave an excellent account of himself. All players made a huge effort to get to Scotch hurrying from post-Speech 
Day commitments across town. It speaks volumes for their enthusiasm and team sense. There was a real sense 
of enjoyment in the challenge as our opponents were keen and well-drilled. Tom Wilson led from the front 
covering court well and reading the game intelligently. Carl Hodges had a very sound game and significantly his 
work in the back court whilst spiking powerfully. Isaiah Greco showed his normal polish at net and Liam Hennig 
was extremely deft with his placement that kept our opponents in two minds, particularly in the front court. 
Stefan D’Annunzio and Josh Scarpantoni worked well in tandem with their setting role as well as serving with 
thought and consistency. 

Volleyball Senior B2 #1 Mr Moody Blackfriars SIC 2 def. Blackfriars 
1 

The boys started off in a tight competition with the Blackfriors players. Eventually however, they were able to 
outperform their opponents. Lawrence showed off his excellent serving skills allowing us to make a comeback 
during the game. Each player on the team brought good ability to the game and made it a very good game to 
watch.  

Volleyball Senior B2 #2 Mr Uren 
Pulteney 
Gold 

SIC 2 def. Pulteney 1 

Today’s game was a very competitive one. The first set was very close with Pulteney just getting the win. The 
boys came back strong and used their three hits to safely win the second set. The third set could have gone 
either way with each team very strong with their plays. The boys maintained their focus, encouraged each other 
and used a lot of energy to finally win the third set and the match overall. Great game boys! 
This message was sent from outside Saint Ignatius’ College. Please do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the source of this email and know the content is safe. 

Volleyball Senior C2 #1 Mr Wentzel Blackfriars 
SIC 2 def. Blackfriars 
1 
 

The team got off to a shaky start. The Blackfriars boys looked well drilled and focussed. Speaking to their coach 
before the game gave an insight - like we at Ignatius’, Blackfriars students have to commit to a sport or 
cocurricular - for the Blackfriars’s boys in this team the coach said that “Volleyball is their sport, it's what they 
love, it's the activity they wait all year for”. As coach, I kept this to myself, rather than sharing with the team. 
Sadly keeping this a secret didn't seem to matter as in the first set, as we took our worst score of the season 
from them. It appeared the passion their coach spoke to me about was strong. However, we regrouped, went 
back to our game plan, focussed on using our slots wisely, always trying to call for the ball, and really thinking 
about where each shot was being hit to. With that shift in thinking, as well as some errors from the Blackfriar’s 
players, the second set was a reversal of the first! A fighting third get that could have gone either way was 
assisted in our favour by the Ignatius’ resolve and determination to beat the opposition. There remains room for 
more skill development but a great gritty game and well-fought win! 

Volleyball Senior C2 #2 Ms John SIC C1 A C2#2 0 def. by C2A 3 

Saint Ignatius C1 #2 was unable to secure a win, being defeated by Saint Ignatius’ C1 A in 3 straight sets. Despite 
a being defeated the boys demonstrated great teamwork and communication during some long rallies. Also, a 
specific mention to needs to be made to Ethan Apolloni who constantly served well throughout the match. All 
players demonstrated fantastic teamwork and displayed exemplary sportsmanship towards their opponents. A 
fantastic effort. Good luck next week! 

Volleyball Middle B1 #1 Mr Fazzini Blackfriars SIC 3 def. Blackfriars 
0 

Once again after a slow start the boys lifted their intensity and skill level and were too good for a very 
competent opposition. The boys had to earn their points this week with most of them down on their serving. A 
lot of the opposition’s points were gained from us serving into the net or out. Special mention to Angelo this 
week for his al-round game. His digging was particularly impressive, and his setting created lots of spiking 
opportunities for the team. The boys are really starting to gel and work as a team and to not just hit the ball 
straight over the net first opportunity. Well done all and see you on the training track Thursday night. 



Volleyball Middle B1 #2 Angelo 
Kapnistis 

B2 #1 B1#2 1 def. by B2#1 
2 

The boys were unlucky in their second match against another Ignatius team but that didn’t stop them from 
trying and playing their best. They maintained their use of three while also working together as a team. Whilst 
they still need to work on their communication in aspects of the game, they did not drop their heads and kept 
on playing to the best of their ability despite the score. 

Volleyball Middle B2 #1 Lauren Baso B1 #2 B2#1 2 def. B1#2 1 

The boys came up against an older, and taller, Ignatius side; however, they did not let this phase them. The boys 
were focused from the outset, which allowed them to match the tempo set by SIC B1. However, the composure 
and structure of the B1 side afforded them a first set win of 17-25. Not discouraged by the first set, the boys 
started the second set positively, with their composure and enthusiasm seeing them gain an early set lead. 
Although, as SIC B1 began to regain their rhythm, the boys became rattled and forfeited their lead. The ending 
of the set was intense, with both sides having numerous set points, however the boys showed great fight and 
determination to get the set win 28-26. With time constraints a factor in the last set, a fast start was required 
which was exactly what the boys delivered, thus affording them a comprehensive 11-4 final set victory. 

Volleyball Middle B2 #2 Lauren Schell  Pembroke SIC 3 def. Pembroke 
0 

Our focus this week was the use of three hits and keeping up out good communication skills. The boys worked 
well together, getting their sets nice and high so team mates could get under it. Communication was again 
improved upon with lots of encouragement and teamwork seen throughout the match. Well done boys!! 
This message was sent from outside Saint Ignatius’ College. Please do not click links or open attachments unless 
you recognize the source of this email and know the content is safe. 

Water Polo Open B Millie Lewis & 
Olivia Bradley 

Rostrevor SIC 9 def. Rostrevor 
4 

The boys played an excellent game this week. Despite facing a less skilled opposition, the team worked hard to 
properly set up and work as a team. Very strong in defence as well, especially when closing down Rostrevor’s 
experiences centre forward. It was great to see that the boys played a much stronger second half than first half. 

Water Polo Open C Millie Lewis & 
Olivia Bradley 

St Peters 1 SIC 8 def. St Peters 1 
The boys got off to a rough start but pulled it together in the second half of the game. Great performances by 
Nick and Charlie in this game. 

Water Polo Middle A Millie Lewis & 
Olivia Bradley PAC 2  SIC 6 def. PAC 4 

Great work from the boys this week. It was quite close throughout the whole game and the team needed to 
work hard to transition between attack and defence. Good to see improvement with the set up and foul taking 
during this week’s game. 

Water Polo Middle C1 Kai Peters  St Peters 2 
SIC 10 def. St Peters 
8 

Ignatius had a very competitive match against St Peters this week. All boys played well and managed to get a 
two goal lead in the final few minutes of the game. Adam played brilliantly in goals to keep us in the game and 
Seb played an excellent defensive game. Gus was great in attack. 
Goals: Angus Crosby (5), Seb Rice (3), Hugo Black (1), Jim Kelly (1) 

Water Polo Middle C2 Jasmine 
Crosby PAC SIC 1 def. by PAC 14 

It was an unfortunate loss this week because the boys have recently improved their defence. Unfortunately 
their stamina was not ready for this game. Alex played well in goals in the last quarter and Leo played a strong 
defensive game. Alex G also put in a great effort. In future training we need to work on ball protection so that 
we then give ourselves a chance to play more offensively. 

 


